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Introduction

This paper provides a case study of evaluatio
strategies applied to two refrigerator recycling program
implemented by Southern California Edison Compan
(SCE) and San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E
In comparing evaluation strategies employed for these tw
programs, the authors explore the implications of adoptin
standardized methods versus suit-to-fit methods f
evaluation quality and cost-effectiveness.

The programs were implemented in comparab
customer markets in Southern California and in the sam
regulatory environment. Evaluation of the SCE progra
covered the program year 1994, while the SDG&E evalu
tion was for program year 1995. Regulatory requiremen
for evaluation of these two programs are spelled out in t
California Public Utility Commission’s Protocols and Pro-
cedures for the Verification of Costs, Benefits, and Shar
holder Earnings from Demand-Side Management Pro
grams, which specifies, among other things, minimum
sampling requirements and documentation requiremen
In prescribing acceptable evaluation methodologies, t
Protocols heavily favor a comparison of participant an
billing data using regression techniques.

Though both programs were developed in the sam
regulatory environment, they reflected somewhat differe
goals by their designers and incorporated subtle differenc
in emphasis. As evaluators, we saw that the differences
their design and operation imposed the need for signi
cantly different impact evaluation strategies. Just as im
portant, we found that the unique nature of refrigerator r
cycling programs made the standard approaches prescri
by the Protocols less than optimal for evaluating progra
impacts.

Program Implementation

SCE’s Spare Refrigerator Recycling Program
The goal of the Spare Refrigerator Recycling Pro

gram included customer satisfaction and market transfo
mation as well as resource acquisition. It was implement
by SCE in the manner of a traditional DSM program. Pro
gram promotion was handled in-house and customer lea
were developed from SCE’s ongoing customer contact e
forts. SCE promoted the program in a variety of ways, in
cluding regular bill insert, radio advertising, direct mail
and distribution of refrigerator magnets.
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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SCE contracted with Appliance Recycling Cente
of America (ARCA) to handle pick-up and recycling task
Customers scheduled appointments to have their work
refrigerators or freezers picked up and hauled away at th
convenience. Customers participating in the program h
the option of receiving either $25 cash or a $50 savin
bond. Over 48,000 refrigerators and freezers were recyc
through the program during 1994.

SCE contractually committed to providing a mini
mum number of units for ARCA to pick up. As program
implementation began, SCE de-emphasized the importa
of screening out customers who wished to replace their 
units. SCE determined that rigorous prescreening to p
vent these customers from participating would sharply 
strict the utility’s ability to fulfill its contractual obligations
to ARCA. As a result, spare refrigerator removals witho
replacement accounted for only 54% of the refrigerato
collected through the program. About 18% of the collect
units were main refrigerators and 33% of the units we
replaced.

By relaxing this screen, the program probab
achieved a lower net-to-gross ratio (NTG) than it mig
have otherwise; but it also served as an invaluable co
plement to SCE’s refrigerator incentive program. The i
centive program, which provided a financial incentive 
customers who purchased efficient refrigerators, genera
a number of leads for the refrigerator recycling progra
Thus the recycling program assured the full benefit of t
incentive program by guaranteeing that the old, inefficie
units were taken out of circulation instead of resold or ke
in service. The two programs together also promoted be
customer relations.

By emphasizing total volume of working units col
lected for recycling, the program also maximized its effe
on the overall supply of used refrigerators being offer
for sale in the SCE service territory. To the extent that t
program restricted the supply of inefficient refrigerato
available on the resale market, it promoted greater ene
efficiency in the equipment purchase decisions of peo
who did not participate directly in the program. In this wa
the program design aimed to achieve spillover effects w
potential long-term market transformation benefits.

SDG&E’s Refrigerator Roundup Program
The goal of the Refrigerator Roundup Program w

resource acquisition via conservation. It was implement
as a bidding pilot program by Planergy, Inc. Planergy w
responsible for all aspects of the program, including pr
213
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gram promotion, pick-up, refrigerator recycling and dis
posal, and the verification of load impacts as described
the bidding agreement.

Planergy promoted their program in a variety o
ways, which included advertising in local newspapers, d
tributing program brochures at trade shows and loc
events, radio advertising, direct mail, the internet, and jo
ventures with other companies. SDG&E assisted Plane
by providing leads from the Customer Service Telepho
Center and field personnel, and by displaying brochures
company offices and at public exhibits and events.

Planergy fielded inquiries from interested custome
and screened them for potential free ridership. Since Pl
ergy’s earnings were tied to the number of working refri
erators recycled without replacement, the contractor h
every incentive to screen out any customer who wished
recycle a non-working unit or who simply planned to re
place an old unit with a newer one. Once an interes
customer was determined to qualify for the program, Pla
ergy scheduled a pick-up date at the customer’s conv
ience. Planergy picked up the unit at the customer’s ho
after verifying that the unit was in working condition, tha
it was not the primary unit in the house, and that it w
greater than ten cubic feet in volume. Planergy then issu
the customer an incentive payment of $25. Picked-up un
were brought back to a central facility, where random
selected units were metered to determine energy consu
tion under carefully controlled test-chamber conditions. A
recyclable materials were extracted from the collect
units and toxic materials were safely disposed of. Throu
eight months of operation in 1995, the program recycl
2,280 working refrigerators and freezers.

Evaluation Approach

SCE’s Spare Refrigerator Recycling
Program Evaluation

The evaluation approach for this program was d
veloped to capture both direct and indirect effects of r
moving used refrigerators from circulation. Refrigerato
recycling programs are somewhat unique among DS
programs in that indirect effects have the potential to co
prise a significant portion of the total program impact
This potential stems from the existence of a mature res
market for used refrigerators and freezers, involving tran
fers via used appliance dealers and direct transfers via 
rage sales and listings in the classified advertisement s
tion of local newspapers. Thus, an evaluation of n
impacts of a refrigerator recycling program must consid
not only what the participant would have done with th
unit in the absence of the program but also, in the case
avoided transfers, what the recipient would have done
obtain a unit in the absence of the program. An evaluat
that ignores avoided transfers will generally understa
program impacts, whereas one that takes full credit 
avoided transfers will generally overstate program impac
214
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Gross savings for the program were based on ind
pendent metering study results after reweighting those r
sults to reflect the distribution of equipment age and typ
recycled under the program. Net savings were derived b
applying a net-to-gross ratio to the gross impact estimat
The ratio accounted for the range of alternative actions 
the absence of the program, including transfers to oth
SCE customers; it controlled for equipment that was in us
only part-time; and it adjusted for partial unit savings from
replacing a unit rather than discarding without replace
ment, The ratio was estimated using participants’ sel
reported actual actions and intended actions in the absen
of the program. The primary basis for the net-to-gross rat
was a telephone survey conducted for this purpose wi
450 program participants.

Developing the net-to-gross ratio from this survey
information alone required certain assumptions that we
plausible but not verifiable from the primary survey, par
ticularly for attributing savings to the program from
avoiding transfers to other SCE customers. To strength
the analysis with empirical estimates of otherwise subje
tive factors, the following supplemental data were col
lected:

• telephone surveys with customers who
disposed of a refrigerator outside the pro-
gram, identified from responses to SCE’s
appliance saturation survey

• telephone surveys with customers who
acquired a used refrigerator, also identi-
fied from responses to SCE’s appliance
saturation survey

• telephone interviews with junk and scrap
dealers

• telephone interviews with used refrigera-
tor dealers

• compilation of used refrigerator prices
from area newspapers

The supplemental data collection effort provided
qualitative information that was important for understand
ing the impacts of the recycling program on the used re
frigerator market. It provided an assessment of the mark
barriers to disposal of used units outside the program. 
shed light on the ultimate fate of units discarded by variou
means. It clarified assumptions about the geographic sco
of the used refrigerator market and how the operation o
the recycling program affected the availability of used
units for resale. Furthermore, it provided key quantitativ
information that Xenergy incorporated in the analysis vi
the following steps:

• Determine the fraction of units that would
be kept or discarded in some way. These
fractions were determined from the origi-
nal participant survey.
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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• For units that would have been discarded
in the absence of the program, determine
the fractions that would have been de-
stroyed, transferred outside of SCE’s
service territory, or transferred within the
service territory. These fractions were
determined from the supplemental survey
of discarders.

• For units that would have been trans-
ferred within SCE, determine what frac-
tion would have been used as primary
units and what fraction as secondary units
or spares. Also determine the proportions
of alternate actions that took place be-
cause the transfer did not occur. These
determinations were based on the follow-
up survey of customers who acquired
used refrigerators in some way.

• For each possible disposition, assign an
attribution factor between zero and one,
representing the contribution of that out-
come to net program impacts.

SDG&E’s Refrigerator Roundup Program Evaluation
The contract between SDG&E and Planergy spe

fied in great detail the methodology to be used in evalu
ing the impacts of this program. This strategy provide
several benefits to the utility. First, by tying earnings 
performance, it guaranteed that the program would be co
effective from the utility’s perspective. This strategy als
minimized potential disagreements between the utility a
the contractor over the amount or the basis of the contr
tor’s earnings. And it ensured that evaluation needs wo
be considered in the program design and implementati
As a result, key evaluation information was collecte
throughout the implementation phase. Finally, the strate
produced an evaluation report that SDG&E, with on
minimal expenditure of resources on its part, could subm
to the Public Utilities Commission to document its claim
for shareholder incentives for the program.

By contract, free ridership for this program was d
fined as refrigerators that would have been destroyed
transferred in the absence of the program. In other wor
earnings were based only on impacts directly associa
with a reduction in the number of operating refrigerato
and freezers in participant households. Any program be
fit from avoiding the transfer of working units from one
household to another was discounted. Because of this c
tractual definition, the evaluation approach for this pr
gram focused exclusively in participant and nonparticipa
discard decisions. Gross impacts were determined by 
trapolating Planergy’s test chamber data from the mete
sample to the population of program recycled units a
adjusting for the proportion of customers who subs
quently acquired a replacement unit. Net impacts were 
ter
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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termined by estimating a net-to-gross ratio three differe
ways:

• using participants’ self-reported intended
actions in the absence of the program,

• using nonparticipants’ actual discard de-
cisions as a proxy for participant discard
decisions in the absence of the program,
and

• using qualitative choice analysis (QCA)
to model the inter-related discard and
participation decisions.

The reported NTG ratio was based on the metho
that produced the intermediate result, in this case QC
These results were consistent with our ex-ante expectatio
that the self-report result would be biased downward due
self-report bias and the nonparticipant-discard result wou
be biased upward due to self-selection bias. These exp
tations were apparently also shared by the crafters of t
evaluation plan specified in the DSM bidding contract.

All three approaches relied on data collected from
telephone survey of 370 program participants and a co
parable group of 310 eligible nonparticipants. Identifyin
eligible nonparticipants who had discarded an eligible r
frigerator within the previous year or who could have don
so presented a small methodological challenge. To avo
calling thousands of customers, we relied on responses
SDG&E’s recent appliance saturation survey. From thi
we were able to identify a pool of 1,016 customers wh
had multiple refrigerators or who had recently discarde
units without replacement. However, the appliance satur
tion survey data were not detailed enough to enable us
determine with certainty whether customers would hav
actually been eligible to participate in the recycling pro
gram. Thus, during the phone interview, nonparticipan
were asked a battery of questions to establish more p
cisely eligibility to participate. In this way 147 of the 457
completed nonparticipant interviews were eliminated fo
ineligibility. Evaluation results were then developed usin
sample weights that reflected the relative proportion o
SDG&E’s residential customer sector that would hav
been eligible to participate in the program but did not.

Lessons Learned

1.   One size does not fit all
Over the years, there has been much debate ab

the merits of standardized methods versus suit-to-fit met
ods. The adoption of measurement and evaluation pro
cols by the California Public Utilities Commission has
certainly promoted a degree of standardization amon
evaluations conducted in that state. Horowitz (1995) a
gues that increased standardization provides significa
benefits to utilities, although he cites no evidence to su
port his assertion.
215
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The two evaluations showcased here illustrate wh
even if standardization was acceptable in the past, it is n
likely to be appropriate any more. The two programs di
cussed are quite similar in focus (removal of second refri
erators) but not in intent (conservation versus market tran
formation). Had this important difference in intent bee
ignored, then using the same approach for each progr
would have resulted in mis-measured results in one or t
other. Whichever had been chosen, if appropriate for o
program, it would not have been able to measure the r
impacts of the other. This is because while a DSM-sty
program aims to influence customers (demand), a mark
transformation program aims to influence both custome
and vendors (demand and supply). Furthermore, as d
cussed below, a narrow application of Protocol requir
ments would have likely resulted in mis-measured resu
in both programs.

By explicitly recognizing unique program features
in the design of the evaluation, we have a better chance
answering the question of a program’s impact. Measuri
first-year energy impacts is a different evaluation from
measuring market effects. To even hope to measure th
both requires the use of different approaches. While th
lesson is not new, it is more important than ever to clear
define what will count as program impacts before settin
out to measure them.

2.   A custom-fit evaluation may cost less
than using an off-the-rack approach

In considering alternative approaches to evaluatin
an energy efficiency program, it is often assumed that
customized design will be more expensive than one us
for other programs. In evaluating these two refrigerato
removal programs, we have found that this assumption
certainly not always (and perhaps not even often) true.
“standardized” evaluation of either of these programs, u
ing the California Protocols methods, for example, wou
have insisted on a heavy devotion of resources to estim
gross measure impacts and likely use of a billing data, 
gression-based approach to estimate net program impa
Such an analysis, to control properly for self-selection bia
would generally entail estimation of a discrete choic
model of participation, calculation of an inverse Mills ra
tio, and then inclusion of this ratio in the billing regressio
model as a control for systematic differences between p
ticipants and nonparticipants. As discussed in Heitfield 
al. (1996), the discrete choice model requires virtually th
same data collection effort as the Qualitative Choice a
proach used in the Refrigerator Roundup evaluation. 
addition, billing analyses to determine impacts require 
large investment of resources required to assemble, v
date, and manage the billing data themselves. Thus, a b
ing analysis would certainly have been more expensi
than the adopted approach in the case of SDG&E’s pr
gram and quite probably would have cost more for SCE
program as well.
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Even with the extra cost, it is debatable whether
billing analysis would have produced better results. Ke
ing and Kushler (1995) make a compelling argument th
billing analysis may underestimate program impacts fro
refrigerator recycling programs because of problems t
confound the analysis. The authors cite four potent
problems:

• Widespread awareness of the purpose of
the program … may cause nonpartici-
pants to unplug their second appli-
ances…, which will cause a decrease in
consumption in the comparison group.
This will appear to a billing analysis to be
naturally occurring conservation and re-
sult in reduced net savings.

• Participants may unplug their appliances
before arranging for their pick-up… This
effect will reduce the pre-program par-
ticipation consumption, reducing the ap-
parent savings in the billing histories…

• The largest potential bias comes from the
households who had replaced the primary
appliance, but who never previously had
a second appliance. Without the program
to intervene, they would have become
second appliances, even if the only reason
would have been…that they were too
hard to get rid of. It is logical and desir-
able for the utility to intervene, but the
billing analysis will not represent this dy-
namic, and the household will only ap-
pear to reduce consumption by the differ-
ence between the efficiencies of the two
appliances—and this can be further muted
by the increase in size and services of the
new refrigerator.

• A similar effect takes place if the house-
hold would not have used the second ap-
pliance themselves but would have given
or sold the appliance to another customer
of the same utility for use as a second ap-
pliance.

3.   Focus evaluation resources on measuring
unknowns with greatest variance

Net program annual savings from recycling a refrig
erator or freezer can be decomposed into the followi
components:

• unit energy consumption in kWh per year
• use intensity prior to recycling, expressed

as the fraction of the year the unit was in
use

• the probability the unit will be replaced
after being recycled
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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• the probability that, in the absence of the
program, the unit would have remained in
operation somewhere within the utility
service territory

Various metering studies and UEC studies have 
tablished the unit energy consumption for a wide variety
refrigerator and freezer makes and models with a relativ
high degree of precision. The use intensity, while kno
with less precision, can be directly observed; that is, it c
be measured by asking customers how intensely they a
ally used the unit prior to recycling. Similarly, the prob
ability of replacement is observable by measuring act
replacement rates. However, the probable operatio
status of the unit in the absence of the program is hig
uncertain and difficult to measure because it cannot be
rectly observed.

Applying the conceptual approach for strateg
evaluation planning described by Pigg, et al. (1995), o
would focus the greatest resources on measuring the
component, the probability that the unit would have r
mained in operation in the absence of the program. T
logic formed the basis for the evaluation planning for bo
projects discussed here. In particular, it led to the decis
not to use billing analysis to evaluate these two progra
Billing analysis is a very effective tool for reducing th
variance in the measurement of the first three compone
but it is ill-suited for controlling for differences betwee
actual and hypothetical behavior. The four problems d
cussed by Keating and Kushler can all be traced to ina
quate control for these differences.

As an alternative, the Roundup Program evaluat
devoted minimal resources to measuring the first two co
ponents of net impacts. Instead, it made use of exten
metering that was part of the program implementation
provide solid estimates of unit energy consumption.
measured replacement via a simple follow-up survey
participants. Evaluation resources were focused on 
quantity with greatest uncertainty, the probable operatio
status of the unit in the absence of the program, expres
as the net-to-gross ratio. For net impacts, an analysis
customers’ (participants, nonparticipant discarders, a
eligible non-discarders) decision processes and factors 
used to determine the likely effects of the program. Usin
qualitative choice approach to assess the impacts of
program was both sensible and straightforward. This is 
cause the program impacts were contractually limited
the direct impacts from removing refrigerators or freeze
that were not replaced by any other units. This limited 
focus to decisions that customers alone made.

For the Spare Refrigerator Recycling Progra
where the interest was more about how the program m
have transformed the market, we expanded the scope o
inquiry beyond customers’ decisions to include an asse
ment of how the program may have affected the suppl
of refrigerator transfer services. In this case, a qualitat
choice approach would have been difficult to apply b
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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cause the method is not well-suited to modeling the sec
dary program impacts of market transformation that, b
definition, include decisions by a greater number of mark
players. Again, we devoted minimal resources to meas
ing unit energy consumption, use intensity, and the pro
ability of replacement. Rather, we focused on the variab
with the greatest uncertainty, namely the probability tha
in the absence of the program, the unit would have 
mained in operation somewhere within the utility servic
territory.

In both cases, we made maximum use of alrea
existing information, which was different for each pro
gram, and avoided what would have been more cos
billing analyses. More importantly, we were better able 
focus on what the evaluation really needed to answer
each case.

4.   Leverage existing data and past experience
As noted above, in these two evaluations, we ma

as much use as possible of information already availab
appliance saturation surveys to zero in on eligible nonp
ticipants, metered data on discarded appliance energy u
terms of services offered by local government recyclin
agencies, unit energy consumption (UEC) values for r
frigerator energy use. This allowed us all to focus on wh
we really did not know, such as: What is the seconda
market for refrigerators like? Is it particularly price- o
supply-sensitive? Is there a glut or shortage of units for 
sale? Were the players in the secondary market greatly
fected by or even aware of the utility programs? Where 
refrigerators disposed of outside the program usually g
And we could devote more resources to identifying th
factors that drive customers’ decisions to discard their 
frigerators either within or outside the program. We b
lieve that by leveraging all the available information an
focusing on what we knew the least about, we were able
provide a more balanced set of results for less cost.

5.   Custom-fit evaluation requires
custom-fit data collection

Historically, discussions about program evaluatio
have focused on analytical methods: their effectivene
their applicability, their feasibility, their cost. While these
issues are still relevant, a broad array of well-establish
methods are available to evaluators today. A fundamen
challenge now is what data to collect and how best to o
tain them. For both programs discussed, survey inst
ments were crafted to reflect the particular program des
features. When leveraging existing data, special care w
required to ensure that the data accurately reflected 
programs being evaluated. In conducting the qualitati
choice analysis for the Refrigerator Roundup, we were a
to use existing data to identify a potential pool of custom
ers for the comparison group but additional screening w
required to arrive at an appropriate sample. This extra 
fort was critical because comparison group definition ca
have an enormous effect on the results of a qualitat
217
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choice model. Likewise, the Spare Refrigerator Recyclin
evaluation was able to make use of existing metered d
only after reweighting to reflect the actual distribution o
equipment recycled under the program.

As utilities shift their attention from resource acqui
sition to market transformation programs, the set of da
we need to collect will increasingly vary from program to
program. Appliance recycling involves a different set o
players than energy-efficient replacement programs. In t
latter, equipment vendors and perhaps manufacturers 
key market players along with customers/purchasers. In t
former, the market players include junk dealers, charitie
government agencies or contractors, and customers as 
tential recipients as well as discarders of the equipme
This means designing a number of different data collectio
instruments to reach the right audiences and learn th
roles in determining the effect of the program. Knowin
where to look for information, how to reach the appropr
ate sources of information, and even assigning “reliability
factors to the collected data points have increasingly b
come the focal point of evaluations. As more market tran
formation programs come on line, this will become eve
more prominent an issue.
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